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Our Price $25,700
Specifications:

Year:  1979  

VIN:  2W87K91175842  

Make:  Pontiac  

Stock:  D1043  

Model/Trim:  Trans Am  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Coupe  

Exterior:  Black  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Mileage:  41,515  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

The year was 1979.  Jimmy Carter was our President, the number one
movie at the box office was Kramer vs. Kramer, gas cost $0.86 a
gallon, a first-class stamp was $0.15 and this amazing Pontiac Trans
Am was born (April-1979).  Please take a moment and read all about
this fantastic, unmolested Trans-Am:

Dallas Motorsports is pleased to offer this exceptional example of a
well-cared for 1979 Pontiac Trans-Am finished in Starlight Black with
Black Velour Interior. This Trans-Am has been Texas owned and
serviced all of its life, with all the care it deserved to retain it’s like new
cosmetic appearance and mechanical integrity.  This is truly an
example that had no need to be brought back from a neglectful past, but
had benefited from a privileged existence. It has had one repaint and
the quality and clarity is exceptional.  There is no damage, rust or major
scratches anywhere on the car. The interior surfaces, latches, engine
bay, and carpeted areas are all in exceptional condition. One of the few
remaining specimens owned by a Pontiac enthusiast and delivers a
rare experience of a near spiritual nature.   

V.I.N. Decode:  2W87K9L175842

2- Pontiac

W- Trans-Am

8 & 7 - Coupe

K- 403 CID, 4-bbl V8

9- 1979

L- Built in Van Nuys, CA

1 7 5 8 4 2- Production Sequence

Factory Options Include:

* L-80 6.6L 403 CID 4 BBL V-8 Engine

* 4-Speed Automatic Transmission

* Air Conditioning

* Power Windows

* Power Door Locks

* Cast Aluminum Wheels
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* Custom Trim Group – Velour in Black with Bucket Front Seats, Rear
Bench

* Controlled Cycle Windshield Wipers

* Tilt Formula Steering Wheel

* Window Sill & Hood Rear Edge Moldings

* Trans-Am Hood Decal

* Heavy Duty Battery

* Cruise Control

* Soft Ray Glass

* Body Side Molding

* 225/70/15 Raised White Lettered Tires

* Lamp Group: Luggage Compartment, Glove Box, Reading Dome
Lamp, Panel Courtesy

*$9,112.45 Original M.S.R.P. (See a picture of the sticker in the picture
section)

History of the car:

This Trans-Am was purchased in May of 1979 at Harold Ashlock Motors
in Bonham Texas by a man that kept it for about 20 years.  It was soon
sold to a family friend in the Sherman Texas area where it stayed until
we bought it.  Because of the history and ownership, we have no reason
not to believe this is a true and original 41,515 mile Trans-Am.  Because
of the age and lack of a paper trail, we are selling it EXEMPT on the
miles.  It is a matching numbers car and the interior is original.  As
mentioned above, it has been paint once and it looks great. The a/c
blows cold air and the system has been converted to 134.  Everything
works as it should.  It rides, drives, stops and shifts as it should.

If you have been looking for that “Needle in the Haystack” Trans-Am, I
truly do not think you could find one nicer than the one you are view
here today.  This Pontiac Trans-Am is available for inspection with an
appointment.

Dallas Motorsports prides itself on being a leader in long distance sales
transactions.  With 1000's of cars sold, a 100% eBay feedback status
and a Golden Google Review rating, we feel like we are the "Good
Guys" in the car business by delivering a quality product at a fair price. 
Low cost shipping is available and 3rd party inspections are welcome. 
Please call or e-mail Karl Lenderman at 817-994-4326 or
Karl@DallasMotorsports.com with any questions or to set an
appointment.
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Our Location :
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Installed Options

Financing quote is estimated WAC.
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